The self-organizing map (SOM) neural network is based on unsupervised learning, and has found variety of applications. It is necessary to adjust the SOM parameters before starting learning process to ensure the best results. In this research, three types of data represent high and low traffic of specific cell tower with subscriber positions distribution in central of Iraq are investigated by self-organizing map (SOM). SOM functions and parameters influence its final results. Hence, several iteration of experiments are performed to test and analyze Bubble, Gaussian and Catgass neighborhood functions with three learning rates (linear, inverse of time and power series) and they were evaluated based on the quantization error. The experiments results show that Bubble function with linear learning rate gives the best result for clustering cell tower traffic.
Introduction
The increase in the number of mobile phone users with services demand which provided by mobile operators in urban and rural areas requires network specialists to expand their coverage to all locations in the wireless system [1] . Telephone traffic is one of the most important factors in the planning of wireless networks. Each cellular network needs a cell planning with a specific final target to give sufficient scope and call quality. The good cell planning process must be continuously updated depending on the mobile network scenario to ensure good quality of service and coverage [2, 3] . In addition to the telephone traffic, coverage, topography, propagation features and system capacity are important factors in the design of the cellular network [4] . The self-organizing map (SOM) neural network is the most popular network based on unsupervised learning, as it does not need for human intervention during the learning process and it is only needs for a little information about the characteristics of the input data [5] . It has proven to be an effective clustering method in many applications as it is widely used in various applications. It describes the formation of a representative sample in multi-layer perceptron training. Additionally, it is effective in pattern recognition systems and future prediction in Satellite Imagery systems [6, 7] . For example in [1] SOM used for cell towers distribution optimization to find optimal number of cell towers to cover the specified area. This research aims to find the most appropriate neighborhood function with learning rate for three type of data represent cell towers traffic and subscriber position distribution in capital city of Iraq. Three neighborhood functions (Bubble, Gaussian and Catgass) and three learning rates (Inverse of time, Linear and Power series) are applied to analyze the quality of SOM by computing quantization error [8, 9] . The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The section II describes the data collection .SOM and its parameters are presented in section III. Section IV presents the proposed experiment design. In section V, simulation and obtained result are analyzed. Last section discusses the conclusion.
Applied Data
Three types of data were collected to be applied in these experiments; first data type represents high traffic of cell tower in rural environment within the borders of Baghdad. Second data type represents low traffic of cell tower in rural environment within the center of Baghdad. Third data type represents location coordinates of wireless telephone subscribers for homes, offices and medical clinics [11, 12] . This research is provided with data of 11 days 24 hours from ASIA CELL Telecom [10] .
Self-Organization Map (SOM)
This neural network, or called Kohonen is a popular neural network, which is based on unsupervised learning. The structure of SOM is a single feedforward, it has a set of input (x1, x2,…., xn) elements and a set of output unit (w1,w2,…., wn) where each input element is connected to all output neurons [13] . SOM network uses competition concept that tries to find the most similar distance between the input vector (Xi) and neuron with weight vector (Wi), the architecture as shown in figure (1). The learning process includes the following steps:
1-Define and initialize number of parameters, which are network size, learning iteration (t), radius of neighborhood (d0), learning rate, and total number of iterations (T). At this stage, the user experience plays a major role in defining these parameters to achieve the best results. 2-Initialize all node's weight (wij) with small random values in the same dimensionality as the training patterns. 3-Find the winner node or called the best matching unit BMU by computing Euclidian distance between of them [7, 8] .
Where X is the current input data vector and W is the weight of nodes. 4-Update all the unit weights depending on the distance in the output space between each unit and the BMU, the distance in the input space between the unit and the training pattern [1] . The following formulas are used to update weight vectors and radius of both the winner neuron j and its neighbors as [1] :
Where σ 0 represents the width of the grid at time t 0 and the λ denotes a time constant, t is the current time-step. L is a small variable called the learning rate, L and σ(t) are exponentially decreases with time .
Both the learning rate and the neighborhood radius should converge to zero to reach stable solutions in SOM. Further, both parameters must be updating after presenting each individual data pattern to the network (iteration).
SOM Parameters
Before the SOM training process, many factors related to SOM structure that affect the result must be define.These include: the size, topology, and shape of the used map. In addition to, the training parameters (number of iterations, initial learning rate, learning function, initial neighborhood radius and neighborhood function) [9] .
Size and Dimension of the Map
The size of the problem at hand determines the SOM size and dimension, which makes this definition mainly an empirical process. SOM's size must also take into consideration the size of the dataset of training patterns and the number of units should be equal to the number of expected clusters. Therefore each cluster should be represented by a single unit. Each unit is a cluster centroid. The SOM output space dimensionality reflects the number of units used in each dimension (x, y, z, etc.). For instance in a two-dimensional SOM, using x equal to 10, y equal to 10 produces a network with 100 units [9] .
Topology, shape and initialization
SOM uses two basic types of topology square and hexagonal. In square topology, each unit is connected to its four neighbors, while in hexagonal topology each unit is connected to its six neighbors. Figure ( 2) shows the two type of topology where the dark gray units represent neighbors of the black units. Unit vector must be initialized before the training phase , proper initialization allows SOM converges faster to a good solution [9] . 
Number of iterations
The number of iteration (usually called epochs) is important parameter that defines how long training phase in SOM. One epoch is achieved when all the training patterns were presented once to the network. There is no rule about selecting optimal number of iterations to use. However the training phase of the SOM should be large enough to fit with the dataset to reach a good solutions [8] .
Learning rate and learning functions
Learning rate is the initial value given by the user which is usually between (0, 1), and gradually decreases during the training phase. Several different functions can be used to control the decreasing of learning rate. Linear, power of series and inverse of time (INV) are major learning rate functions [8, 14] as shown in figure (3). Linear
Power (5) INV (6) Where T is the training length and α0 is the initial learning rate. Different decrease functions of learning rate will influence the network mobility in adapting to the input patterns.
Neighborhood radius and neighborhood functions
Neighborhood function (h) is a value between (0, 1), and it is a position function of two units (BMUt and another unit) with a given radius r, it usually decreases with time. BMU h has a high value and decreases with distance increase. Neighborhood radius (r) can have value between 0 (when only BMU updated) and maximum size of the network (when all units will be updated).
There are several neighborhood functions, such as Bubble, Gaussian and Cutgass. Figure (4) shows the three neighborhood functions (Bubble, Gaussian and Cutgass respectively) in one and two dimensions [9] .
From the left:
Where is the neighborhood radius at time t, and ‖ ‖ is the distance between units c and i in the output space.
The neighborhood function and the number of units effect the accuracy of the resulting mapping. High values of the neighborhood function and high neighborhood radius make maps more rigid [8, 14] . 
Quality of the SOM
The important factor in the SOM analysis process is quality assessment. The major type of quality measurement is quantization error. It is given by the average distance between the unit and training input patterns mapped to it, i.e., all the input data patterns that share it as BMU [8, 9] .
(10) Where x k is the training pattern, w BMU is the bestmatching unit for the training pattern, and N is the number of existing training patterns. The SOM with low quantization error is more accurate than a SOM with higher quantization error [8, 9] .
Proposed Experiment Design
Three types of data used as the input vector for SOM. First type represents high traffic of cell tower with matrix of (11 days x 24 hours) and eleven neuron represent the output of SOM. Second type represents low traffic of cell tower with matrix of (11 days x 24 hours) and eleven neuron represent the output of SOM. Third type represents subscriber coordinate to cell tower distributed problem with matrix of (2 x 344) and four neuron represent the output of SOM. Twenty-seven experiments are applied to find the appropriate parameters of SOM algorithm. The experiments applied using Bubble, Gaussian and Catgass functions with three learning rates (linear, inverse of time and power series). To find the appropriate parameter for all aforementioned cases, the SOM algorithm is used as shown in figure (5) .
Following steps represent the used SOM algorithm: SOM algorithm steps:
Step 1: Initialize the input vectors in form of matrix with the size of three cases, and initial SOM parameters.
Step 2: Initialize the weight of three cases by small random value.
Step 3: Compute the distance for all input data and weight by using (equation 1).
Step 4: Find the BMU.
Step 5: Update the neighborhood function using neighborhood equations (7, 8, 9) and learning rate function by using learning rate equations (4, 5, 6) , to use on update the BMU weight and his neighbors by using (3).
Step 6: Repeat steps 3-5 for all input data.
Step 7: Compute the quantization error using (10) . 
Simulation and Result
The research is implemented using simulator (MATLAB 2016) because of its ease of interface. The initial parameters of SOM are shown in table 1.   The table 2, table 3, table 4, table 5 and figure (6) shows the results of twenty seven experiments with three neighborhood functions and three learning rates. These experiments applied to cluster three types of data that represent high and low traffic of cell towers with subscriber coordinate distribution. Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the quantization error of Bubble is less than others functions in all investigated cases. SOM gives the best performance with small quantization error when using Bubble function with linear and inverse of time learning rates. SOM provides the best result when the number of iteration is increasing. Therefore, it can be concluded that Bubble function is appropriate for all cases of learning rates while linear learning rate gives the smallest quantization errors in low traffic and subscriber coordinates. Further, when increase the number of iteration, the Bubble function results in better outcomes. Table 5 shows that there is little difference in running time between trials. Figure 7 shows the number of required towers in Al-Rasheed Sub-district which regarded as rural area. The result was 8 towers with less quantization error when applying linear (as learning rate) and Bubble (as neighborhood function). 
Conclusion
This research presented applying various parameters to the SOM neural network for clustering problem. The proposed experiments were successfully implemented on three types of data; represent high traffic, low traffic and subscriber position distribution. Apply SOM to cluster a given data requires initializing important parameters such as learning rate in addition to defining appropriate neighborhood functions. In this research, three types of data, which are high and low traffic of specific cell tower with subscriber positions distribution in central of Iraq, are investigated using self-organizing map (SOM). SOM is applied with Bubble, Gaussian and Catgass neighborhood functions. All neighborhood functions are tested with three learning rates (linear, inverse of time and power series) and evaluated by the quantization error. Analyzing results were done by comparing the average of quantization error for each learning rate with all neighborhood function and number of iteration to three types of data. The results shows that Bubble function with linear learning rate gives the best performance with the smallest quantization error for data type of low traffic and subscriber position distribution, and with invers of time in high traffic. Additionally, there is a little difference in running time between all trials.
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